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(i) 

SUMMARY 

At the request of Canadian Patricia Exploration Ltd., an interpretation of 

the results from magnetic and VLF electromagnetic surveys covering their 

property in Skinner Township has been completed. 

Analysis of the magnetic and electromagnetic anomaly patterns suggests 

that there are several major structures on the property that might be favourable 

for hosting gold mineralization. The most prominent structure trends along the 

north shore of Narrow Lake. This feature is associated with a rusty shear zone 

and quartz veining exposed in trenches along its length. Visible gold has been 

reported in quartz veins along this shear zone. Similarly, one other major 

subparallel shear zone is probably a favourable environment for gold 

mineralization. 

A major north-northwest trending fold/fault structure, as well as east-

west trending fold/fault zones, which in some instances are splay structures off 

the shear zones, are all potential hosts for auriferous hydrothermal fluid 

emplacement. Specifically, those areas where these structures intersect are 

probably the most favourable for further investigation. 

Three isolated magnetic features having signatures typical of an intrusive 

plug source were also identified. 

In addition to conventional detailed mapping, sampling and prospecting of 

the known showings and quartz vein zones, further investigation of the structures 

identified in this interpretation is recommended. As the most favourable 

shear/contact zones represent a total combined strike length in excess of three 

miles, specific target areas need to be defined for drill investigations. It is 

suggested that induced polarization/resistivity profiling of the prospective 

horizons would aid in identifying areas of sulphide concentrations, alteration 

and/or silicification. In conjunction with this work, a geochemical survey in 

selected areas may complement the induced polarization survey and delineate 

exploration targets having a higher degree of success potential. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At the request of Canadian Patricia Exploration Ltd., Derry, Michener, 

Booth &: Wahl have completed an analysis and interpretation of geophysical 

surveys covering a property in Si<inner Township, northwestern Ontario (see 

Figure 1). The geophysical work consisted of magnetic and VLF electromagnetic 

surveys which was completed in March and April, 1987. 

The property comprises 36 unpatented mineral claims (Figure 2). Within 

the claim block there are several old exploration pits and trenches. Quartz 

veining and rusty gossan zones are exposed in many of the excavations. Two grab 

samples from separate quartz veins at one showing reportedly assayed 0.67 oz. 

Au/ton and 2.33 oz. Au/ton while visible gold in a quartz vein was noted at 

another showing. Many of the vein systems are associated with, or are within, 

shear zone structures. Major deformation zones related to shearing and faulting 

are generally a prerequisite for hydrothermal source gold mineralization. Two-

thirds of the property is overburden or water covered. Therefore, geophysical 

surveys were performed over the claim group in an attempt to identify favourable 

magnetic and/or conductive structures having potential for gold mineralization. 

SURVEY PARAMETERS 

The magnetic field was measured with a state-of-the-art total field 

proton magnetometer. The VLF electromagnetic survey measured the secondary 

in-phase and quadrature field components induced by the primary field from the 

VLF transmitter station at Cutler, Maine. Survey readings were taken every 

100 ft. for the VLF electromagnetic and magnetic measurements except in areas 

of high magnetic gradients where more detailed intermediate 50 ft. readings were 

taken of the magnetic field. Survey lines were 400 ft. apart providing a 

reasonably detailed geophysical survey base. 

A machine contoured total field magnetic map at a contour interval of 10 

nanotesla (nT) was provided for interpretation. The VLF electromagnetic in-phase 
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values were Fraser filtered and contoured to provide a more readily interpretable 

conductive trend map. The interpretive geophysical compilation is presented on 

two map sheets at a scale of 1:2,400, a west sheet. Map 87-109-01, and an east 

sheet, Map 87-109-02, in the pocket at the back of this report. 

INTERPRETATION 

This interpretation is based on qualitative evaluation of the geophysical 

responses. The purpose of this geophysical interpretation is to present the 

magnetic/electromagnetic data in a form that has geological and/or structural 

characteristics that are more meaningful to an exploration geologist. The various 

geophysical features as indicated by contours or profiles are, so to speak, 

reinterpreted into generalized trend lines and areas of high or low amplitude or 

conductivity. Examination of these features and their relationship to each other 

aids in the identification of important structural controls which, when viewed on a 

regional scale, may result in the delineation of ore-hosting environments not 

readily recognizable on a smaller scale. Regional structural and geological 

knowledge of the area must also contribute to what would otherwise be a rather 

subjective process of interpretation. The types of structures that are identified in 

this interpretation are discussed in the following sections. 

Geomagnetic Boundsu^ 

The position of the contacts of tabular magnetic bodies, having 

appreciable width and strike length, are usually located on the flanks of the 

anomalies in the zone of maximum gradient. For this reason, first derivative 

maps which accentuate these gradient areas, are often very useful in making it 

easier to identify these maximum gradient or inflection horizons designated on 

the interpretation maps as a "geomagnetic boundary". Where magnetic relief is 

quite sharp, because of shallow depth of burial of the magnetic sources, then the 

inflection point is easily identified. When the source is deep, however, these 

boundaries are more difficult to recognize and gradient maps are very useful. 

This criteria of contact location position breaks down for sources which are not 
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tabular or are narrow. Thus, for very sinuous horizons or semicircular zones, the 

contact position is not determinable exactly without complex and time-consuming 

modelling procedures. Generally, the magnetic sources represented are too 

complex themselves to make modelling a worthwhile effort. Therefore, in this 

interpretation, a practical rule of thumb approach has been used to position the 

"geomagnetic boundaries" of certain magnetic features. It is emphasized that 

these boundaries are approximate and further detailed analysis may be necessary 

if an exact location is desired. 

Fold/Fault Structure 

Initially, magnetic trend directions and high or low amplitude zones or 

horizons are interpreted from the magnetic results and indicated on an overlay 

mylar. When all of these features are identified, the breaks and interruptions in 

anomaly amplitudes, trends and directions become more obvious. Such distortions 

and interruptions can reflect several possible geological situations. Where simple 

displacements occur, a possible fault or fold may be indicated. If displacements 

are small relative to survey line spacing, the inherent contour patterns of the 

anomaly responses of a magnetic body makes it impossible to determine if a fold 

effect or fault displacement is present. Therefore, such effects are designated as 

"fold/fault structures" on the accompanying maps. These structures may 

represent very wide zones of deformation having complex dips and intersecting 

structures. Their location on the maps do not necessarily represent their surface 

expression as the magnetic features from which they are derived represent 

effects from three-dimensional bodies having the usual complex geometrical 

shapes and varying magnetic intensities. Therefore, in some instances, faults that 

are identified using geological criteria may not be coincident with, or even relate 

to, structures interpreted from geophysical data. 

Possible Alteration Zones 

The products of hydrothermal alteration processes, which are sometimes a 

harbinger of gold mineralization take various forms, some of which are detectable 

by geophysical measurements. Magnetite can be altered to geothite or hematite 
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or replaced by pyrite or pyrrhotite. In the first three processes the product is 

nonmagnetic. Thus, the presence of background areas of magnetic response 

within a highly magnetic zone or horizon may indicate a zone of alteration. 

Similarly, isolated conductive zones within a recognizable iron formation may 

indicate alteration processes were active. Unfortunately other geological 

phenomenon such as facies changes within an iron formation can produce 

geophysical signatures identical to those that reflect alteration areas. 

Structural traps and fracture zones are first needed to provide conduits 

for the perculating, hopefully auriferous, hydrothermal solutions. Major fold/fault 

structures, especially where such structures intersect, can provide such conduits. 

The selection of areas that may indicate possible alteration activity is guided by 

such criteria. 

RESULTS 

Magnetic Survey 

The regional total field background value in the area is about 58,000 nT. 

Maximum magnetic relief varies between about 800 nT below background to as 

high as approximately 8,000 nT above background in one location. Generally, 

however, relief related to major magnetic features is in the order of 250 nT to 

2,000 nT above background. Most of the more significant responses were recorded 

in the eastern two-thirds of the claim group or that portion covering the north 

side of Narrow Lake. 

There are three main high amplitude magnetic zones or complexes in this 

area. From southwest to northeast, they are designated on the interpretation map 

as Zones A, B, and C. Characteristically, the zones trend in a northwest to west-

northwest direction and each complex consists of at least two main linear 

horizons. These horizons are sinuous, semi-continuous and displaced along their 

strike length. The more competent horizons occur in the southwesterly Zone A 

while the horizons become more broken, intermittent and distorted to the 

northeast within Zones B and C. One additional magnetic complex is present on 
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the extreme north boundary of the claim block. It starts at about line 2800 west 

at the northwest extremity of Zone B and trends westward off the property at line 

6000 west. It is only partially defined by the grid survey coverage. Three other 

features worth mentioning consist of single line high amplitude responses 

surrounded on three flanks by significant negative magnetic responses. One 

occurs just south of Zone A on line zero, while the other two are on line 2400 

east, one within Zone B and the other in Zone C. This type of anomaly pattern is 

characteristic of plug-like magnetic sources. 

The apparent magnetic trend displacements within Zones A, B and C have 

been interpreted to indicate short east-west fold/fault structures. Some of these 

structures may be more extensive than indicated and may continue through from 

one zone to the other. Zones B and C as well as other lesser magnetic features 

appear to terminate abruptly against a major east-west fold/fault structure 

designated as F-1. This structure corresponds to a similar trending fault 

interpreted from the regional geology. The magnetically inferred portion of this 

fault may continue west of Zone B forming the southern boundary of the major 

east-west magnetic horizon running along the northern boundary of the property. 

At present, this possible extension is shown as a geomagnetic boundary line. One 

other major fold/fault structure, designated as F-2, has been interpreted running 

south-southeast from F-1 and cutting Zone B at its southeast end. 

The abrupt anomaly amplitude change along the strike extent of some of 

the magnetic zones may indicate a shear and/or contact horizon. Such horizons 

are indicated on the interpretation map. The southwest boundaries of Zones A 

and B are demarcated by such a horizon, designated as S-1 and S-2 respectively. 

VLF Electromagnetic Survey 

The VLF electromagnetic survey detected numerous conductive responses 

in the claim block. The profile presentation maps are difficult to evaluate 

because of the numerous conductive responses. The Fraser filter contour map, 

however, provides a better representation of the conductive trends. The major 
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trend direction is west-northwest parallel to the regional magnetic trends. A 

secondary east-west direction is also evident although more subtle in character. 

The higher amplitude and major conductive responses generally conform to the 

lake portions and swamp areas of the property immediately suggesting conductive 

lake bottom sediments are contributing. Some trends continue through land 

portions, albeit at a lower amplitude, suggesting that the underlying conductive 

source is related to a bedrock structure rather than conductive surficial material. 

In many cases lake boundaries, swamps and other topographical features are 

controlled by underlying fracture, shear and fault patterns and VLF conductors 

coincident with such topography cannot be ignored in total. 

On this property some of the major conductive trends are coincident or 

closely associated with the fold/fault and shear/contact structures interpreted 

from the magnetics. For example, magnetic structures S-1 and S-2 both have 

flanking or coincident conductive trends along most of their lengths. In other 

areas, conductive trends are parallel with magnetic trends further indicating the 

validity of these responses. Such conductive areas may reflect contact horizons 

or shear zones having no obvious magnetic reflections. 

Their are several locations where conductive zones are close to being 

coincident with magnetic horizons. This is evident in the northeast part of the 

survey area. These areas may reflect sulphide iron formation sources. 

Alternatively, a narrow mafic tuff or flow horizon may be present that marks a 

contact or interflow sedimentary unit which has some conductivity response. 

Notwithstanding the inherent ambiguity of VLF responses, the conductive 

trends have been indicated on the interpretive map where they complement the 

magnetic structures. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of the magnetic and electromagnetic anomaly patterns suggests 

that there are several major structures on the property that might be favourable 

for hosting gold mineralization. The most prominent is the S-1 structure trending 

along the north shore of Narrow Lake. This feature is associated with a rusty 

shear zone and quartz veining exposed in trenches along its length. Visible gold has 

been reported in quartz veins along this shear zone. Similarly, the other major 

shear zone, S-2, is probably a favourable environment for gold mineralization. 

The major north-northwest trending fold/fault structure, F-2, as well as 

the east-west trending fold/fault zones, which in some instances are splay 

structures off the S-1 and S-2 shear zones, are all potential hosts for auriferous 

hydrothermal fluid emplacement. Specifically, those areas where these structures 

intersect are probably the most favourable for further investigation. 

There are three isolated magnetic features having signatures typical of an 

intrusive plug source. Two of these features are spatially related to the 

shear/contact S-1 and S-2 zones. It is suggested that they may have some direct 

or indirect relationship to structures associated with gold mineralization. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In addition to conventional detailed mapping, sampling and prospecting of 

the known showings and quartz vein zones, further investigation of the structures 

identified in this interpretation is recommended. Priority should be assigned to 

the two major shear/contact zones S-1 and S-2 especially where interpreted 

fold/fault structures intersect them. Prospecting of the intrusive plug-type 

anomaly areas is also suggested on a second priority basis. 

As the most favourable shear/contact zones represent a total combined 

strike length in excess of three miles, specific target areas need to be defined for 

drill investigations. It is suggested that induced polarization/resistivity profiling 
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of the prospective horizons would aid in identifying areas of sulphide 

concentrations, alteration and/or silicification. 

Notwithstanding the questionable utility of soil geochemistry in glacial 

environments, a geochemical survey in selected areas may complement the 

induced polarization survey and delineate exploration targets having a higher 

degree of success potential. 
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